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On behalf of the North Anglesey Councils Partnership (NACP), please find within this email and
attached their responses to the Deadline 2 requests of the Wylfa Newydd examination.
 
The responses include the following:
 

Written Representations on:
Temporary Workers Accommodation
Tourism and Recreation
Local Opportunities
Construction working hours
Residential Amenity
Traffic and Transport: A5025 Tregele
Traffic and Transport: Cross country routes
Traffic: other matters

Recommendations on locations for site visits
 
In response to the Written Questions posed, two questions were specifically posed to the NACP
(referred to as NAP in the WQs):
 
Q7.0.5: The NACP are surprised that no photomontages have been produced to show the
Construction Phase activities at WNDA and request that photomontages are provided from this
phase of works. Not showing the predicted impacts from such a major construction exercise, lasting
for 9 years, is considered to be a significant omission which risks underplaying the landscape and
visual effects from these works in the examination.
 
Q14.0.10: The NACP have concerns around the focus of temporary worker accommodation on a
single campus in the WNDA. Whilst this primarily is due to reasons of worker numbers on one site,
and the loss of legacy benefits from using other site(s), the concentration of development in this
environmentally sensitive area is also a concern. A smaller scale of development would be less
intrusive from an environmental perspective and a better option. Due to the lower numbers of
temporary workers which would be able to be accommodated on the WNDA site because of this
approach, additional development will be needed elsewhere and can be provided on other site(s)
such as Rhosgoch.
 
 
Regards
 
Neil Marlborough
Technical Director, Planning and EIA

mailto:neil.marlborough@woodplc.com
mailto:Wylfa@pins.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:helen.harding@woodplc.com
mailto:swyddfa@cyngortrefamlwch.co.uk
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Construction working 


hours 


 
 


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP area has hosted a Nuclear Power Station for over 40 years, with a 9-year construction 


project preceding this. The NACP support the principle of the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise 


that the development of this project will require a large-scale construction project with many 


workers involved. The NACP have concerns about the construction practices, specifically as they 


relate to worker hours. There is a concern that long worker hours and shift patterns may impact 


worker’s health and lead to an increased risk of accidents both on site and during travel to/from 


work.  


2. Context 


2.1.1 APP-439 Document 8.24.4 (para 3.2.17 to 3.2.24) confirms that construction workers would have a 


10.5 hour working day, excluding transport time which would add 1.5 hours onto the working day 


for those staff not in the temporary workers accommodation on site.  APP-415 Document 8.7 (para 


4.3.2) states that the shift patterns would run on a fortnightly basis with 11 days on and 3 days off, 


with the days off being over a weekend.  


2.1.2 This approach would result in an average of a 57.75 hour week (only including actual working time), 


or 66 hours including traveling time (based on those workers staying at the temporary workers 


accommodation on-site). Horizon has suggested informally that if rest breaks are taken into 


account average weekly hours will be less than the 48 hour limit stipulated in the Working Time 


Regulations however the NACP has not yet seen this confirmed in writing.  


3. NACP concerns 


3.1.1 The NACP are concerned over the proposed working practices during the construction phase. It is 


acknowledged that there are positives and negatives to working long hours, but it is generally 


considered (Institute for Employment Studies (IES), Working long hours: a review of the evidence, 


DTI, 2003) that excessive working hours: 


 Can lead to poor productivity and quality 


 Are likely to lead to a high incidence of accidents 


 Can lead to poor health and higher absenteeism or staff turnover, and 


 Can lead to social issues such as family break down. 
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3.1.2 It is understood that long hours are part of the culture of the construction industry and it is 


acknowledged that these working practices are probably endemic amongst sub-contractors. 


However, the NACP believe this will be driven by short term decision making in order to hit targets 


and workers maximising reward through overtime (IES, 2003). This does not mean however that the 


working practices are acceptable, and it is considered no coincidence that the UK construction 


industry has the highest number of fatal accidents of any industry in the country (HSE, Workplace 


fatal injuries in Great Britain 2018, July 2018). When the issue of long working hours is combined 


with matters such as the high prevalence of drug and alcohol abuse in the construction sector 


(https://www.ccscheme.org.uk/drugs-and-alcohol-under-the-spotlight/, accessed 29 November 


2018) the concern over safety is further heightened. 


3.1.3 The NACP are also concerned that at the end of a shift pattern, there will be hundreds if not 


thousands of workers in a hurry to leave work and get home for the weekend. They will be fatigued 


from 11 consecutive days of working and there are concerns that there will be many vehicles 


speeding through the villages on the Island; then the A55 North Wales Expressway before hitting 


the English Motorway network. Fatigue and excess speed are prime contributors to accidents.  


3.1.4 In August 2017 ROSPA claimed that fatigue may be a contributory factor in 20% of road accidents 


and up to one quarter of fatal or serious accidents. These types of crashes are about 50% more 


likely to result in death or serious injury as they tend to be high speed impacts because a driver 


who has fallen asleep cannot brake or swerve to avoid or reduce the impact (ROSPA, Road safety 


Factsheet Driver Fatigue and Road Accidents factsheet, August 2017). 


3.1.5 Through the SoCG discussions, Horizon have stated that they would be complying with all legal 


requirements in terms of their working arrangements, and the challenge of changing the 


embedded culture in the construction industry will be difficult. It will require a major change by 


sub-contractors in working practices. However, Horizon have also publicly committed to safety 


being paramount in the Wylfa Newydd project and it is felt that there is more they should be doing, 


beyond the legal requirements, on this matter. 


4. Conclusion 


4.1.1 The submitted Workforce Management Strategy (APP-413) makes a single reference to the issue of 


worker hours (bullet point 7, section 2.3) stating that they will comply with relevant standards and 


legislation.  The NACP considers that this is not acceptable for the reasons referred to above.  The 


NACP requests that Horizon review their proposed working practices in this regard and provide a 


commit to shorter working hours to promote a safer environment for both workers and the public.  



https://www.ccscheme.org.uk/drugs-and-alcohol-under-the-spotlight/
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Local economic 


opportunities 


 
 


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP area hosted the Wylfa A nuclear power station for over 40 years, with the construction 


phase adding a further 9 years on to this. In that time Wylfa A has been a good neighbour 


employing significant numbers of people and utilising many local businesses. The NACP support in 


principle the Wylfa Newydd project and the opportunities this should provide to local people. They 


believe that local people and businesses should be prioritised wherever possible in order to 


maximise the benefits to the local area. 


1.1.2 This Written Representation will be useful in the consideration of the following Written Questions 


which all relate to local employment and supply chain opportunities. 


 Q10.2.4 


 Q10.2.5 


 Q10.2.16 


 Q10.2.22 


 Q10.2.23 


1.2 Context  


1.2.1 Wylfa A is seen as a great success in terms of providing employment for local residents, with 


Horizon’s Socio-Economic work identifying that around 97% of operational employees for Wylfa A 


lived in Anglesey (APP-096, Doc 6.3.9 App C1-2, para 2.3.4). No information appears to be available 


regarding the construction workforce for Wylfa A, although anecdotal accounts from the local 


community describe a large number of migrant workers coming into the area and taking up 


employment.  


1.2.2 The same document also includes details of the construction employment for Sizewell B. Although 


a different reactor type with different construction requirements, it is the most recent nuclear new 


build scheme in the UK to be competed. Paragraphs 2.3.14 and 2.3.15 of the document explain that 


Sizewell B’s peak construction employment in 1992 was around 5000 staff, and 2,000 of these were 


recruited locally. It also states that peak construction accounted for around 10% of total 


employment in the Suffolk District area. It is explained how conditions were attached to the consent 


document, requiring a proportion of employees to be recruited locally and that local firms should 


benefit from the construction project. These conditions were considered to be key to maximising 


local benefits.       
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2. Local opportunities 


2.1.1 The main reason for the NACP’s in-principle support for Wylfa Newydd is the economic 


opportunities that would result, and the benefits that could accrue for local communities from 


these opportunities. However, if this is to be realised it must be possible for local people and 


businesses to maximise the take-up of these opportunities so that the economic benefits do not 


leach away from the local area.  


2.1.2 The proposed construction workforce of up to 9,000, is far higher than the proposed construction 


workforce required for Hinkley Point C (5,600), than was used at Sizewell (5,100 APP-096, Doc 6.3.9 


Table 2-3) or proposed for Moorside (6,500, Moorside PEIR para 2.3.2). The NACP understand that 


Horizon are proposing different nuclear technology than at other sites, but the difference in 


construction worker numbers is significant. If the actual worker numbers were to be lower than 


estimated, the local employment opportunities would also be lower.  


2.1.3 The NACP is also concerned that the present proposals within the Jobs and Skills Strategy, for 


employment and training purposes, do not provide a focus on local employment or the training of 


local people to be in a position to take the jobs created. The proposals that are included seem to 


focus more on education and training for young people, rather than adults; All of the information 


contained is very generic and whilst it does mention providing for local people, it does not appear 


to give any actual priority or urgency to the promotion of local employment. 


2.1.4 The NACP has not been able to find information within the submission about how the supply chain 


for Horizon would be developed and how the promotion of local companies within this would be 


prioritised. We note the IACC’s comments in the Relevant Representation that a Supply Chain 


Action Plan is being developed by Horizon, but that it was not submitted with the DCO application 


and the draft versions IACC had seen were not very well developed.  


2.1.5 The matter of labour displacement is briefly mentioned within the DCO submission, but appears to 


be given relatively low importance. There is a small section on the issue in the Jobs and Skills 


Strategy, where all emphasis is placed on the Wylfa Newydd Employment and Skills Service being 


opened up to any employer facing this situation. The NACP note that IACC has also raised this issue 


as a concern. The matter does not properly address other sectors outside of the construction 


sector, and the likelihood that people will see jobs at Wylfa Newydd as more secure and well-paid 


in comparison to other positions in sectors such as administrative, support services and health and 


social care. The NACP do not feel confident that the matter has been given appropriate weight in 


the DCO application, and that this situation leaves local employees at potential risk of losing staff 


they have trained and developed themselves. 


2.1.6 If local people and companies are not able to maximise the opportunities available, the economic 


position of local residents is likely to be at odds with the temporary worker population leading to 


negative indirect effects. Horizon identify that over 1,500 temporary workers will seek 


accommodation in the private rental sector or by buying properties (APP-412, Document 8.4). The 
average full-time salary on Anglesey is £26.4K and in Gwynedd £28.6K (2017 figures ONS) with the 


UK average being £35.4K. Anglesey also has a far lower GVA per head than neighbouring Welsh 


regions, Wales as a whole or the UK, at £13,411 per head (Wales is £18,002 per head) (APP-095, 


Document 6.3.8). The NACP are therefore concerned that well paid construction workers will be 
competing with lower paid local people for accommodation and local people will lose out. The 
NACP do not consider the current mitigation proposals to have addressed this issue adequately. 
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Residential Amenity 


 
 


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP area has hosted a Nuclear Power Station for over 60 years. In that time Wylfa A has been 


a good neighbour, the NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the 


development of this project will require a large-scale construction project which will have impacts 


on the local communities. The NACP have concerns over the nature of some of these impacts and 


their proximity to individual properties and settlements.   


1.1.2 This Written Representation will provide information to answer Written Question Q14.0.10 


presented to NACP, and it will help with consideration of those questions grouped under Parts 1 7 


and 9 and Q4.0.6 of the Written Questions.  


1.2 Context 


1.2.1 The DCO application contains differing details of the area of the WNDA ranging from 407ha to 


463ha of land (APP-406, Document 8.1 Planning Statement). Despite this large area, construction 


activities including temporary and permanent landform creations and laydown areas for plant and 


materials would take place on land close to the two largest settlements neighbouring the WDNA: 


Cemaes and Tregele. In some cases, within 30m of properties.  


1.2.2 The ES states that 1,171 residential properties would experience residual significant effects during 


the construction phase due to noise, along with 5 hotels, 1 school, 1 place of worship and 6 


commercial/office properties. This is in addition to effects from vibration (APP-125, Document 6.4.6 


and PD-009, Q9.0.11). It also states that there would no significant effects from air quality or dust 


on residents and that a number of communities would receive significant effects from visual 


impacts and lighting.  


2. Noise 


2.1.1 The NACP consider that the ES is very difficult to navigate and understand in relation to a number 


of topics, but specifically in relation to noise. Chapter D-6 (APP-125, Document 6.4.6), for the 


WNDA assessment, indicates that 1,203 residential properties were assessed for noise impacts and 


1,178 (although Horizon state 1,177) would receive significant effects in the construction phase, 


prior to mitigation (Table D6-18). Table 6-35 then shows that 1,171 properties would have 


significant residual effects during the construction phase following mitigation. This shows that only 


7 properties will benefit from additional mitigation. The ES does not explain in detail which 


properties are significantly affected as the properties are assessed by groups, but across these 


groups there are a range of noise levels shown on the accompanying plans and the scale and level 


of detail make it almost impossible to discern which properties falls within which category. Local 


residents are therefore very concerned over whether their properties will be significantly affected 


and to what degree. From the figures it appears the greatest number of affected properties would 
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be in Cemaes and Tregele (groups B and F in Horizon’s assessment groups). Document J-2 (APP-


399, Document 6.10.2), which summarises all residual effects, does not use the same groupings and 


it is not clear whether it includes all 1,171 properties identified in Chapter D-6. It does not, for 


example, include any mention of residential properties within Cemaes and there is concern that 


Horizon are underplaying the significant noise effects with this disjointed approach.  


2.1.2 The information in tables D6-18 and D6-35 shows that 42 residential properties will see the effects 


reduced from major adverse, so the mitigation measures proposed will have the effect of reducing 


significant effects from major adverse to moderate adverse. However, there are only 7 properties 


(although Horizon state 6) that will apparently drop from moderate to minor and become not-


significant. Therefore, the proposed mitigation measures are only successful in removing significant 


effects from 7 residential properties out of 1,178. The measures proposed also seem only to relate 


to trying to mitigate the effects as they relate internally at properties. There will also be effects on 


people using external private space (gardens) and on people using public open spaces.   


2.1.3 The NACP believe this shows that the mitigation proposed is unacceptable and if nothing further 


can be done to reduce noise levels during the construction phase it must call into serious question 


the acceptability of the construction scheme as proposed.  


3. Air quality and dust 


3.1.1 The ES concludes (APP-124, Document 6.4.5) that there would be no significant effects arising on 


air quality, from either emissions from plant and vehicles, or from dust raised by working activities 


due to a combination of factors including: 


 the prevailing wind direction,  


 the use of new and efficient plant, machinery and vehicles,  


 the use of good working practices (which are standard in the UK), 


 and the distances between source points and many receptors.  


3.1.2 For the operational phase, the NACP are content that the key concerns regarding air quality would 


be around the emissions from plant at the power station, but that these can all be appropriately 


controlled by the environmental permitting procedures. During construction, the NACP are 


surprised at the findings of no significant effects on any residential receptors, due to the proximity 


of some residential properties to the site, and particularly to earthwork operations. However, the 


mitigation measures described for dealing with soil handing, storage and use of materials and the 


management of haul roads and vehicle cleaning all appear to be robust and in line with best 


practice for these types of operations.  


3.1.3 The approach will however rely heavily on the mitigation measures being implemented properly 


and it is therefore important that IACC are confident that they have the resources and capabilities 


to suitably monitor the construction works to check all of the recommended mitigation is being 


followed. The NACP are pleased to therefore see a contribution in the Section 106 agreement 


(REP1-010) to cover the costs of monitoring for IACC, and assuming that IACC are agreeable; to the 


details of this contribution the NACP have no objections in relation to air quality and dust. 
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4. Visual impact and lighting 


4.1.1 The NACP acknowledge that the ES identifies significant effects on a range of receptors, including 


the communities of Cemeas, Tregele, Llanfairynghornwy and Llanfechell, but also users of the 


highway and PRoW networks during the construction phase from the WDNA proposals (APP_129, 


Document 6.4.10). The ES also identifies some significant effects on these receptors during the 


operational phase and the NACP acknowledges that a large-scale development such as this will 


inevitably leave permanent effects of this nature. However, the ES does not seem to include 


photomontages of the construction phase activities, only showing years 1 and 15 of the operational 


phase (APP-199, Document 6.4.65). The NACP are concerned with regard to the large number of 


significant effects identified during the construction phase, and the large number of residents in the 


local communities that will experience these effects. The lack of photomontages for the 


construction phase is worrying however as it is not possible for local residents to see the full extent 


of visual effects during this stage nor to get an idea of potential effects from lighting. Significant 


earthworks are required to create some of the landscape mounds close to Cemeas and Tregele 


which will themselves create significant visual effects, but the ES also identifies that construction 


activities, including the use of large cranes and some building structures, will be visible above these 


mounds. It therefore feels like the 9-year period of construction, with associated significant effects, 


is being underplayed. 


5. Conclusion 


5.1.1 The submitted ES identifies a substantial amount of local properties and communities which will be 


adversely affected by the working arrangement during the construction phase in particular. The 


NACP would like to see a whole-scale review of the working practices proposed, and the mitigation 


being offered to reduce the significant effects identified. For any significant effects which do 


remain, the NACP would like to see further detail provided so that local residents have clarity over 


which specific properties are affected.  
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Dear Sir/Madam 


 


Wylfa Newydd Examination: Suggested site visit locations 
 


Wood, on behalf of the North Anglesey Councils partnership (NACP), wish to make the following suggestions to the 


Examining Authority in regard to locations for Site Visits during the Examination. The locations link in to areas the NACP 


have concern with and further details on these concerns have been made in the NACP’s Written Representations for 


Deadline 2. 


Two locations are recommended: 


• In Tregele, the junction of the A5025 with Cromlech Terrace (the road to Llanfechell). This location would allow 


the Examining Authority to view vehicle speeds on the A5025, the difficultly that residents of Tregele have in 


crossing the A5025 to reach the filling station shop and Post Office. Cromlech Terrace can also be examined to 


see the lack of continuous pedestrian footways, narrow highway and limited visibility through Tregele.  


• In Llanfechell, the ‘village square’ at the junction of Rhes Y Goron/Crown Terrace and Lon Mynydd/Mountain 


Road with Brynddu Road. This location will show the lack of continuous pedestrian footways, narrow highway 


and limited visibility through Llanfechell, and how on-street parking intensifies the problems these cause. 


For both locations, it is suggested that site visits take place at peak travel times to highlight how increased traffic from 


Wylfa Newydd would make matters worse. NACP would wish to attend accompanied site visits in these locations. 


 


Yours faithfully 


 


Neil Marlborough 


Technical Director 


Direct Line – 0191 2726334    


E-mail – neil.marlborough@woodplc.com 
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Temporary 


Construction Workers Accommodation 


 
 


Summary 


The NACP support the provision of temporary workers accommodation to help ease the 


pressure on tourist accommodation and housing stock in Anglesey, and in north Anglesey 


in particular. However, they do have concerns over the proposed provision of a single 


temporary worker’s accommodation campus on one site, in the WNDA. They do not 


believe that this approach provides the correct balance between allowing local businesses 


to benefit from the temporary workers’ presence and seeing local communities 


overwhelmed by the numbers of workers. The NACP also believe that the proposed single; 


campus at the WQNDA will not bring about any direct legacy benefits, which was a key 


feature of Horizon’s early consultations. The NACP support the use of the Rhosgoch site 


for temporary worker’s accommodation in order to balance temporary workers across 


different communities, and to provide direct legacy benefits by leaving a serviced site at 


Rhosgoch ready for future development.  


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP area has hosted a Nuclear Power Station for over 40 years, with a 9-year construction 


project preceding this.  In that time Wylfa A has been a good neighbour employing significant 


numbers of people and utilising many local businesses. The local population do however recall the 


building of Wylfa A and the influx of temporary workers and how that impacted on their 


community. The NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the 


development of this project will require a large-scale construction project with many workers 


involved. The NACP also support the provision of temporary workers accommodation during the 


construction phase but have concerns over the placement of so many workers in a single location, 


and that legacy opportunities are being lost by not utilising other locations.   


1.2 Context 


1.2.1 The construction phase of the Wylfa Newydd project is estimated to require up to 9,000 temporary 


workers at the peak of activities. The provision of these numbers would require the use of workers 


travelling into the area as the local population could not provide all of the numbers or skills 


required. Horizon estimate that 2,000 of these workers would be local workers, and 7,000 would 


come from elsewhere. Of this 7,000, 3,000 would be housed within existing accommodation (tourist 


accommodation, rented bedspaces) and 4,000 would need to be housed in temporary workers 


accommodation. 
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1.2.2 In early stages of Horizon’s public consultation exercises, their plan for temporary worker 


accommodation was to provide a number of campuses where accommodation would be developed 


for the temporary workers, including an on-site campus at the WNDA. For the off-site campuses, as 


well as providing appropriate temporary accommodation for construction workers, Horizon’s 


approach was also to leave a direct legacy benefit in terms of permanent housing or tourism 


provision, or by improving infrastructure on the sites to facilitate future development.  


1.2.3 The proposals changed significantly however between the Stage 2 and Stage 3 consultation 


exercises with the proposals for temporary workers accommodation changing from: 


 500:  onsite at the WNDA 


 3500:  Kingsland/Cae Glas, Holyhead 


 200:  Madyn Farm, Amlwch 


 1500:  Rhosgoch  


1.2.4 To the proposal for: 


 4000:  onsite at the WDNA 


1.2.5 Horizon state that the proposals for the 4000 staff at the WDNA would be incrementally 


constructed and then removed, so that the capacity provided matches the number of workers on 


site at any time. The proposals also include the provision of health, leisure and welfare services to 


support all 4000 potential workers.  


1.2.6 This Written Representation will be relevant in the consideration of the following Written Questions: 


 Q10.1.5 


 Q10.1.16 


 Q10.1.22 


 Q10.1.26 


2. Impact of single campus 


2.1.1 The provision of a single temporary workers campus, at the WNDA site, is acknowledged to bring 


benefits to Horizon. Workers will be located closer to the construction site, only one site will need 


to be prepared for development and there will be economies of scale in building a single campus in 


one location. However, the provision of a single campus also raises concerns with the local 


community due to the number of temporary workers involved. Figure 1.6 of the Community Impact 


Report (APP-435, Document 8.23) shows that for over 5 years during the construction program 


there will never be less than 1000 temporary workers staying within the site campus, and there will 


potentially be 4000 temporary workers for a period of 2 years within this time. This compares with 


the surrounding area where there are only 1,357 people resident in the Llandbadrig ward, and 1,545 


people in the Mechell Ward (2011 Census data1), which cover an area of 5,151 hectares (51.5 square 


kilometres) between them.  


2.1.2 Information is supplied by Horizon on how it would be possible to manage up to 4000 temporary 


workers at the single campus. However, this approach places great emphasis on providing facilities 


on site to provide services and entertainment for all workers. If this approach was successful it 


                                                           
1 UKCensusdata.com, viewed 22 November 2018. 
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would see minimal benefit for local businesses as temporary workers would be fully catered for in-


campus. If the approach was not successful however, a single campus would see a large 


concentration of temporary workers all looking to the local community for entertainment, services 


and provisions. NACP's view is that there therefore needs to be a balance between the provision of 


services in-campus, and the need for local communities to benefit from the temporary workers in 


the area. One way to help achieve this would be to utilise more than one campus site and spread 


workers across different areas. This was what was proposed in the Stage 2 consultation, with 


temporary worker accommodation split between the WNDA, and three other ward areas.  Different 


campuses would then see different local communities gain the benefit of the temporary workers, 


but the numbers looking to use each local community would be reduced avoiding them being 


overwhelmed. This is the principle which has adopted in the Hinkley Point C proposals which 


include one on-site campus and two in a nearby town. 


3. Legacy benefits 


3.1.1 The proposed use of a single temporary worker campus on the WNDA site would not bring about 


any direct legacy benefits to the local area. All elements of the campus would be removed from the 


site towards the end of the construction period, and the site’s remote, undeveloped and 


environmentally sensitive nature would not be suitable for permanent development in any case.  


3.1.2 From the Stage 1 consultation, Horizon presented a case where they promoted the potential for 


legacy benefits once temporary worker accommodation was no longer required. The Stage 2 


consultation continued this theme with the legacy for each of the off-site campuses being 


identified as a key matter for consultation with “considerable scope for influence” being available 


(Table 1.3, Main Consultation Document2). The locations of the off-site campuses however were 


presented in the same table as being ‘preferred sites’ with a limited scope to influence the choice of 


sites. The NACP understood this to mean there was a good degree of certainty that these off-site 


campus locations would be used.  This document identifies that buildings at Kingsland and Madyn 


Farm could be retained for permanent residential development and the buildings at Cae Glas could 


be used for holiday accommodation. Rhosgoch is not identified for any specific use but a legacy 


benefit was identified through the provision of a serviced site which would be available for future 


development once the temporary worker accommodation was removed (para 4.94 of Stage 2 Main 


Consultation Document).  


3.1.3 Horizon’s approach then changed completely in the Stage 3 consultation, with all of the off-site 


campus options being dropped and the single campus at WNDA proposed. Legacy benefits have 


changed to the provision of community benefit funds which could be used to support capital 


investment in the building of new housing provision. The Stage 3 consultation document also 


acknowledged that legacy benefits of local spend, and the leaving of a serviced site for Rhsogoch 


would not occur. The NACP are disappointed in the decision to drop the off-site campuses and 


concentrate development within the WNDA for the reasons outlined above. We understand from 


other submissions made to the Examining Authority that similar concerns have been raised by 


others, including the Isle of Anglesey County Council and Land and Lakes. 


                                                           
2 https://consultation.horizonnuclearpower.com/stage-2/technical-documents, accessed 28 November 2018 



https://consultation.horizonnuclearpower.com/stage-2/technical-documents
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3.2 Rhosgoch 


3.2.1 The NACP are particularly disappointed in the decision to drop the Rhosgoch site from the 


proposed campus locations due to its location within the NACP area and the length of time which 


has passed since Shell left the site and it became available for redevelopment.  


Background 


3.2.2 The site is a 192 hectare brownfield site, formerly used by Shell as a transfer site for oil being 


delivered by shipping tankers. The oil was pumped from the tankers via an offshore connection, up 


to Rhosgoch, before being pumped through pipelines to the Stanlow refinery at Ellesmere Port. The 


site was closed in 1990 when it became possible for Shell to utilise an oil terminal at Tranmere, 


closer to Stanlow. Since that time, the site has been promoted as available industrial land but has 


remained unused. NACP believe that is inappropriate to continue to try and promote the site for 


industrial uses given the lack of success in this regard since 1990. As discussed further below, there 


is plentiful industrial land available in existing and allocated industrial plots and the use of 


Rhosgoch for an alternative use would not impact on supply of industrial land required in Anglesey. 


The opportunity to be provided by Horizon for the site was seen by the NACP to be key to 


regaining momentum in the re-use of the site following 28 years without any proposals being 


realised. 


Policy situation 


3.2.3 Rhosgoch is allocated within the JLDP and the Wylfa Newydd SPG as a reserve site for industrial 


uses and these reserves sites are identified primarily to assist with Wylfa Newydd or Energy Island 


developments. The wording of the policy indicates that they could also be used for non-Wylfa 


Newydd/Energy Island developments, if other allocated sites weren’t appropriate, or after a Wylfa 


Newydd/Energy Island use had finished. Any use, whether Wylfa Newydd, Energy Island or other, 


would have to in one of the B1 (general industrial), B2 (light industrial) and B8 (storage) categories 


to comply with the policy.  


3.2.4 This allocation was based on background work contained with the ‘Economic and Employment 


Land Review) report undertaken by URS/Scott Wilson in 2012, and ‘North Wales Regional 


Employment Land Strategy’ by Over Arup in 2014. The 2012 report identifies that there is 


insufficient evidence available for Rhosgoch to be allocated as anything other than a reserve site, 


and that more detailed feasibility and viability studies would be needed to allow a different 


allocation, other than reserve employment, to be taken. 


3.2.5 The 2014 report identified Rhosgoch as one of 23 shortlisted sites for strategic (large scale) 


industrial development. These sites were marked under a high-level assessment process and 


Rhosgoch scored the lowest. The site was also identified as being of interest to Centrica as a 


location for a converter station linked to the Rhiannon Offshore Wind Farm proposals (which has 


not been taken forward). With a low score, and a potential commitment to development at the 


time, it was considered that anything higher than a reserve allocation would be inappropriate (as it 


would be unlikely to come forward for development).  


3.2.6 The 'reserve' allocation in the JDLP and SPG shows that the site is not as important to the supply of 


industrial land as other sites are, with the JDLP also showing that there is 417ha of land allocated 


across 14 other sites in Anglesey for industrial development. The lack of information about the site 


identified in the background reports, and the low score received on the regional study, suggests 


that an industrial allocation has little basis. Horizon's submissions show that the Rhosgoch site is 


not being considered for other uses connected with Wylfa Newydd and therefore the site is reliant 


on Energy Island developments if it is to be developed in line with policy. This situation puts 
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Rhosgoch in a very restricted position, as there is a very limited set of circumstances where the site 


could be developed in line with policy:  


 There is no timescale put on Rhosgoch's reservation for Energy Island use, meaning the site 


could be held indefinitely; 


 If not proposed for Energy Island use, 14 other industrial sites (or 417ha of land) in Anglesey 


would need to be unavailable or inappropriate before policy would support an industrial 


proposal; 


 The background documents show the site scores lowly for potential industrial use, but policy 


does not support any other type of use. 


3.2.7 The JLDP also looks at allocations for other types of development (tourism, housing, etc) but 


Rhosgoch does not appear anywhere else in the plan and it also does not appear in any of the 


background topic papers produced as evidence for the JLDP. In conclusion, although Rhosgoch is 


not allocated for other uses, it does not appear that it has actually been assessed and found 


inappropriate.  


NACP position 


3.2.8 The NACP believe that the use of Rhosgoch as a temporary workers accommodation campus would 


provide the following benefits: 


 Temporary workers would be located in more than one location, meaning that businesses 


across a wider range of communities have more chance of benefiting from their presence, but 


with less chance of being overwhelmed. For example, Tregele, Cemaes, Llanfechell, Amlwch and 


Rhosgoch could all benefit from campuses at Rhosgoch and the WNDA. 


 The clearance of the existing site, and infrastructure improvements needed to accommodate 


temporary workers (access point upgrades, and power, communications, water and sewage 


connections) would see the site become more attractive to prospective developers (for a 


number of different uses). This would provide a real legacy benefit for the area. 


3.2.9 One example of an alternative use could be as a 'destination holiday village' development. A prior 


use as a temporary workers campus would mean that the site is cleared and ready for this type of 


development, and appropriate levels of services would be in place on site to accommodate the 


subsequent holiday village development. Subject to the accommodation design used in the 


temporary workers campus, it could also be possible to re-use the original buildings and avoid 


unnecessary demolition and construction impacts.  


3.2.10 Tourism policy in the JLDP does not specifically address this type of development proposals, which 


could be both a tourist attraction in its own right, and a large scale un-serviced tourist 


accommodation site, although certain elements of the policies which are in place would be 


relevant. Strategic Policy PS14, states that support will be given to proposals which help achieve a 


year-round tourist provision, and in doing this large scale, active and sustainable tourism 


development should be focused on the sub-regional, urban and local services centres, but also that 


new tourist provision would be supported in sustainable locations in the countryside, particularly 


where they would also benefit local communities and economy. 


3.2.11 Policy TWR1 goes on to state that new visitor attractions and facilities will be encouraged within the 


development boundary (town and village limits) but where there are no suitable opportunities here, 


proposals will only be granted where they involve: 


 The re-use of a previously used site; and 
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 They comply with the following criteria: 


 Scale, type and character of development is suitable for its location; 


 A high quality of design, layout and appearance; 


 The support and extension of a large range of facilities within the area; and 


 It is supported by evidence to demonstrate there would be local employment opportunities. 


3.2.12 Rhosgoch would be using a previously used site and could be designed so that it meets the first 2 


criteria. It would also be likely to provide additional leisure facilities not available in the area and 


support long-term, stable, local employment.  


3.2.13 Policy TWR3, which relates to the chalet sites, is also likely to relevant given the expected type of 


accommodation that could be provided. This policy states that new sites for this type of 


development would be refused within AONBs or Special Landscape Areas, neither of which is 


relevant to Rhosgoch. 


3.2.14 In other locations, proposals would be granted where: 


 It does not intensify this type of accommodation provision in the locality; 


 It is of a high quality design, in a unobtrusive location and can be readily assimilated into the 


landscape; 


 It is close to the main highway network and adequate access can be provided.  


3.2.15 A development of this nature at Rhosgoch would offer a different type of tourism and 


accommodation offer than anywhere else on Anglesey and as such could not intensify this type of 


provision in the locality. Notwithstanding this, there are only a few caravan parks nearby, with small 


sites at Llanfechell, Capel Parc and Llaneillian. 


3.2.16 The Rhosgoch site is also relatively unobtrusive, with the land set in a valley feature restricting 


visibility. The entrance to the site is well screened with existing tree cover and visibility is restricted 


to a few isolated properties and some local public rights of way. It would be expected that any 


development would be accompanied by a landscaping scheme which would further assimilate the 


proposals into the local landscape. 


3.2.17 The site is not located far from the main highway network, just a few minutes' drive from the 


A5025. However, the roads leading to Rhosgoch are small, rural roads and work would be needed 


on some road and junction improvements and a traffic management plan.   


4. Conclusion 


4.1.1 The NACP believe that there is reasonable policy support for a potential tourism development at 


the Rhosgoch site, and that the site is generally appropriate for a project of this nature. This would 


increase the tourism offer in North Anglesey and provide permanent employment opportunities. 


NACP therefore believe that the previous proposals provided by Horizon to utilise the Rhosgoch 


site would help to deliver real legacy benefits to the local area and without this support an 


opportunity of this scale is likely to be lost.  NACP requests that Horizon revisit their temporary 


worker accommodation plans and take the points made above into account. 
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Tourism and recreation 


 
 


Summary 


Tourism is of vital importance to Anglesey and the WNDA is important for both tourists 


and for local recreation purposes. The proposed works would see lengthy diversions to the 


Welsh Coastal Path and to the Copper Trail (Cycle Route 566), particularly in the 


operational phase. The NACP are concerned that there has not been sufficient focus on 


keeping the Welsh Coastal Path running close to the coastline during the development of 


the proposals and that opportunities are being missed to provide permanent 


enhancements to the tourism and recreational offer and to avoid long-lasting negative 


effects on local businesses.  


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the development of 


this project will require a large-scale construction project which will have impact on tourism and 


recreation. The NACP have concerns over the nature of some of these impacts and their effect on 


tourism in the area.   


1.1.2 This Written Representation will be useful in the consideration of the following Written Questions 


which all relate to the Wales Coastal Path and public rights of way (PRoW). 


 Q6.0.17,  


 Q11.1.27,  


 Q11.1.29, and  


 Q11.1.30  


1.2 Context 


Existing 


1.2.1 The tourism sector is of vital importance to Anglesey, with Horizon’s ES (APP-095, Document 6.3.8) 


acknowledging this fact (para 3.3.3). The area around the WNDA has a number of tourist 


attractions, including the Welsh Coastal Path, Copper Trail cycle route, Cemlyn Bay, Copper 


Kingdom and Cemaes’s heritage centre and maritime museum.  


1.2.2 The proposed WNDA contains approximately 4.4km of the Wales Coastal Path, 1.5km of National 


Cycle Route 566 (the Copper Trail) and a number of PRoWs. (APP-237, Figure D4-2). Information 


provided by IACC and quoted in the ES (APP-123, Doc 6.4.4 para 4.3.10) states that in 2013, 12,492 


people were using the Wales Coastal Path at the closest count point (Llanbadrig).  
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Construction 


1.2.3 Horizon’s proposals for accommodating temporary workers includes the use of tourist 


accommodation in caravan sites or bed and breakfast/hotel accommodation.  


1.2.4 The construction phase would see approximately 2.5km of the Wales Coastal Path closed within the 


WNDA, and a diversion put in place which measures approximately 6.9km. The remaining length of 


the Wales Coastal Path within the WNDA which is not closed will no longer form part of the linear 


route, instead being left as a ‘dead-end’ spur to Wylfa Head. The diversion would take the main 


route of the Coastal Path away from the Cemaes Bay coastline and Wylfa Head (APP-237, Figure 


D4-5).  


1.2.5 The full length of the Copper Trail within the WNDA would be closed during construction (1.5km) 


and although ES Figure D4-5 is not clear, it appears that another 2.8km would be closed outside of 


the WDNA. ES Figure D4-6 (APP-237) indicates a diversion would be provided measuring 


approximately 4.8km. The diversion would take the Copper Trail away from Tregele and include an 


approximate 500m section alongside the A5025.  


1.2.6 The construction phase would also see a number of PRoWs which provide links between individual 


properties, settlements and the coast closed.  


Operation 


1.2.7 Once operational, the Wales Coastal Path would be re-diverted to a permanent route that links in 


to the retained element of the Coastal Path near to Wylfa Head. This permanent diversion would 


measure approximately 5.7km (Figure D4-6). 


1.2.8 The Copper Trail would remain diverted on the same route as during the construction phase.  


2. Use of tourist accommodation 


2.1.1 Horizon advise that up to 9,000 temporary workers will be required during the construction phase 


and that approximately 7,000 of these will be workers coming from outside of the local area and 


therefore looking for accommodation. 4,000 are proposed to be housed in the temporary worker’s 


accommodation campus on the WNDA, leaving 3,000 to find accommodation elsewhere. Horizon 


have assessed the availability of bedspaces in existing tourist accommodation and identify that over 


6,000 spaces are available in tourist accommodation within the Key Study Area, against a demand 


of 1,100 spaces from temporary workers (APP-412, Document 8.4). Horizon acknowledge that IACC 


however have a different view of the available numbers, identifying 532 available spaces (in 


Anglesey). IACC are reviewing their assessment of this availability and the NACP wish to see the 


results of this before commenting further. However, the NACP are concerned that there will be an 


uptake in tourist accommodation bedspaces by temporary workers, which will restrict the amount 


of availability for tourists. Any downturn in tourist visits and resulting spend in the local economy 


could take many years to recover from, especially if this take-up goes on for lengthy periods 


throughout the 9-year construction phase.   


3. Wales Coastal Path  


3.1.1 The NACP acknowledge that the Wales Coastal Path already comes inland from the coast between 


Wylfa Head and Cestyll, due to the presence of the Wylfa A power station immediately adjacent to 


the coastline. With the closure of this power station, and the proposed location of Wylfa Newydd 
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further inland, it had been hoped that the Wales Coastal Path would be able to be re-routed to 


follow the coast more closely in this location. Horizon’s Stage 2 consultation suggested that this 


option was being considered, although in the Stage 3 consultation it was ruled out due to the need 


for a large (250m long) footbridge across the water intake area on the coast.  


3.1.2 Horizon have committed to provide a document to NACP to provide more detail on the reasoning 


why the diverted Coastal Path, at both construction and operational phases, is required to take the 


route it has and cannot be located closer to the coast. This document has not yet been supplied 


however and the NACP has the following concerns.  


3.2 Construction 


3.2.1 During the construction phase it is acknowledged that there could be significant health and safety 


issues from the Wales Coastal Path running through the WNDA but the NACP are concerned with 


the length of the diversion proposed, both in terms of the additional length created for walkers and 


the amount of time the diversion would be in place for. Walkers travelling between Cemaes and 


Cemlyn Bay would presently cover a distance of approximately 6.4km, of which 3.7km could be 


described as being adjacent to the coast. The proposed diversion would be 6.9km long, none of 


which would be adjacent to the coast. A spur to Wylfa Head would still be available, but any walker 


wishing to visit this location would need to walk approximately 4.2km, in addition to the 6.9km 


diversion. This diversion for the construction phase would be in place for 9 years. 


3.2.2 Whilst walkers who are completing long-distance sections of the Wales Coastal Path may not 


consider this to be an overly restrictive diversion, or dissuade them from completing the long 


distance as a whole, walkers who are completing day visits to the area and shorter walks may be 


discouraged from visiting. In addition, Horizon themselves acknowledge the high use of the Wylfa 


Head area by local people for recreational purposes with many using the Fisherman’s Car Park 


rather than walk from Cemeas out to Wylfa Head (APP-123, Doc 6.4.4, para 4.3.53). Businesses in 


Cemaes who would benefit from passing trade, or local people dropping in after visiting Wylfa 


Head, may be negatively affected by this, as day visitors avoid this section of the Path. 


3.2.3 Further information on this matter is still awaited from Horizon and the NACP would wish to make 


a final consideration on this matter once this information is received. If an inland route is required 


however, the NACP believe more should be done to follow the phased approach to construction 


with the diversion to the Wales Coastal Path being amended during the construction in response to 


areas of land being moved out of construction use and into their restored state. The two most 


obvious areas of land would be around Mound A and Tre’r Gof SSSI in the north east of the 


WMNDA and around Mound E and along the Afon Cafnan in the west.  


3.3 Operation 


3.3.1 Once operational, the construction diversion would be replaced by a permanent diversion. This 


would reconnect the Wylfa Head spur with the linear route of the Wales Coastal Path, but then 


provide a route that runs inland to Tregele before taking a winding route to the south and west 


before re-joining the existing Wales Coastal Path at Cestyll. This inland section would run for 


approximately 5.7km.  


3.3.2 The NACP is disappointed that a coastal route for the permanent Wales Coastal Path is not being 


pursued with the decommissioning of Wylfa A and the cessation of construction activities around 


Porth-Y-Pistyll providing a seemingly good opportunity for this to occur. The NACP await further 


information (which has been promised by Horizon) on this subject and would wish to make a final 


consideration on the matter once this information is received. However, should the proposed inland 
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route be necessary, it does appear to be longer than is necessary and the NACP do not believe that 


Horizon have placed sufficient importance on the Wales Costal Path in the restoration proposals 


and improvements could be made to the proposed route. For example, it appears that a route for 


the Wales Coastal Path could be closer to the eastern side of the Power Station Site and also across 


the eastern side Mound D to reduce the length of time and distance walkers would be away from 


the coast. This shorter route was presented in Horizon’s Stage 3 Consultation (Figure 2.8 of the 


Main Consultation Document) and no explanation appears to have been provided as to why a 


longer route has been proposed in the submission documents.  


4. Copper Trail 


4.1.1 The current route of the Copper Trail, part of the National Cycle Route network, runs along a local 


road through the centre of the WNDA. This road will be closed during the construction works and it 


is proposed to divert the Copper Trail around the WNDA. Presumably to avoid a lengthy stretch of 


the route being diverted alongside the A5025, the diversion has been proposed to start well 


outside of the WNDA, at Llanfechell in the east passing around the western edge of the WNDA to 


Cemlyn in the west. The diverted route would be approximately 4.8km in length, compared to 


around 4.4km of the exiting trail which would be closed. Given the location of the WNDA and the 


construction activities, it is considered that the diversion is appropriate for the construction phase.  


4.1.2 Once operational, it is proposed that the Copper Trail diversion will remain in the same position, 


and there does not appear to have been any consideration of providing cycle paths through the 


restored WNDA land and taking the Copper Trail away from the local road network. There appears 


to be land where a cycle route could be developed from Tregele and around the south-east corner 


of the Power Station site and then past the eastern side of Mound D. The Stage 3 Consultation also 


mentioned the provision of a dual cycle and footpath route into Cemaes (via Penrhyn on the north 


west corner of Cemaes, paragraph 2.7.2 of Main Consultation Document1) but this does not appear 


to be included in the submission documents. The NACP believe that these options would improve 


the Copper Trail experience, and encourage cycling in the local area, by offering off-road cycling 


routes between Cemaes, Tregele and Cemlyn. The options could also support the shop at Tregele 


filling station by increasing passing trade.  


5. Conclusion 


5.1.1 Despite earlier proposals being put forward at consultation which more closely aligned with NACP’s 


concerns no explanation has been provided as to why Horizon has not chosen to progress them.  


The NACP is therefore concerned that the diversions as proposed will reduce the attractiveness of 


the footpaths and lead to a consequential reduction in visitor spend within the shops and business 


of North Anglesey.  The NACP has suggested alternatives to the routes as proposed and would like 


to see routes amended to reduce their length and their distance away from the coastline as far as 


possible.  Whichever routes are chosen, the NACP would wish to see Horizon required to fund 


tourism initiatives in North Anglesey, to promote the area through funding for publicity and to 


develop a footpath network that is of a high standard, accessible and provides a measurable 


improvement over the quality of the existing network. 


                                                           
1 https://consultation.horizonnuclearpower.com/stage-3/documents, accessed 28 November 2018 
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Traffic and Transport, 


A5025 Tregele 
 


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the development of 


this project will require a large-scale construction project which will have an impact on traffic and 


transport. The NACP do however have concerns over the nature of some of these impacts and their 


effect on multi modal travel and land uses adjacent to the transport network in the area.    


1.1.2 Within the application documentation, there are off-line highway improvements proposed on the 


main construction traffic route between Valley and the proposed roundabout access which lies 


some 900m south of Tregele. However, it is acknowledged by Horizon that the proposed 


roundabout access will not be constructed until 2020, therefore there will be a period of some 


12 months when all construction traffic will pass through Tregele village on the A5025 to use the 


existing access to the site. Additionally, Horizon have also acknowledged that some construction 


traffic will route using the A5025 from Cemaes and so will pass through Tregele village once the 


proposed roundabout access has been constructed.  


1.1.3 The NACP are concerned about the safety of pedestrians and all road users in Tregele as a result of 


the predicted increases in traffic flow. 


2. Existing context 


2.1.1 Anecdotal reports from NACP members and the local community suggest that traffic speeds 


through Tregele village are significantly higher than the posted 40mph speed limit. NACP 


requested the raw Automatic Traffic Count (ATC) data from Horizon so that they could consider the 


recorded speed of traffic on the A5025 through Tregele. This information has not been forthcoming 


from Horizon and a request has now been made for a revised list of data to be prepared, as such it 


remains identified as an ongoing issue within the Statement of Common Ground.  


2.1.2 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flows of 3,184 vehicles per day, of which 4% are HGV, were 


taken from APP-100, Document 6.3.13 App C2-3 - Traffic Flows.  


2.1.3 Google imaging shows that the highway environment in the vicinity of Tregele contains gateway 


signage, a speed limit reduction to 40mph on approach to the village from the south, no controlled 


or uncontrolled crossings and no street lighting. The road section at this location is predominantly 


a straight horizontal alignment but with an upward gradient from the 40mph signs to the filling 


station, therefore forward visibility may be restricted.   


2.1.4 Interrogating the Personal Injury Accident (PIA) data has shown that there was one recorded injury 


accident within Tregele village during the last five years, which was a slight accident. A review of the 


accident records showed that there were no Non-Motorised Users (NMU) accidents recorded within 


the five-year period. 


2.1.5 NACP also requested pedestrian crossing data from Horizon and none is available, however it is 


considered that a pedestrian desire line exists between the residential properties of Tregele on the 
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east side of the A5025 and the filling station on the west side of the A5025. The filling station 


provides the village with a convenience store, post office services and agricultural diesel in addition 


to usual filling station services. 


3. Construction 


3.1 Predicted impacts  


3.1.1 NACP requested additional traffic flow data from Horizon to provide more detail to the information 


presented in Figure 7-6 of the Transport Assessment contained within ES Volume C - Road traffic-


related effects (project-wide) App C2-4 - DCO Transport Assessment (APP-101). This data shows 


that prior to the construction of the main access roundabout the AADT flows on the A5025 in the 


vicinity of Tregele are expected to increase by 2,481 HGV deliveries per month (one-way) which is 


equivalent to 23 HGV per hour (one way) or 46 HGV per hour assuming an unladen return, this of 


course is in addition to any light vehicles (cars and vans) that would be attending the site. 


Appendix C2-03 suggests that the AADT flow would increase to 4,068 of which 6% would be HGV. 


However, this contradicts the data in Figure 7-6 which (assuming a 12 hour working day) would 


result in 13% of the AADT being HGV. In summary: 


 2016 2020 Increase due to Wylfa Newydd 


and background traffic growth 


 AADT HGV %HGV AADT HGV %HGV AADT HGV %HGV 


Figure 7-6 App C2-4    4,385** 552* 13% 1,201 426 35% 


Appendix C2-03 3,184 126 4% 4,068 235 6% 884 109 12% 


* 46 HGV per hour assuming a 12 hour working day  


** Estimated using the Appendix C2-03 AADT and the anticipated increase in HGV from Figure 7-6 App C2-4 


3.1.2 The 1993 Institute of Environmental Assessment (IEA) publication Guidance Notes No. 1: Guidelines 


for the Environmental Assessment of Road Traffic makes reference to fear and intimidation as a 


potential environmental impact. The scale of fear and intimidation experienced by pedestrians is 


dependent on the volume of traffic, its HGV composition, its proximity to people or the lack of 


protection caused by such factors as narrow pavement widths, as well as factors such as the speed 


and size of vehicles. In this circumstance, the proximity to people (crossing the road in Tregele 


village), the lack of protection (no formal crossing point), perceived speeding and a significant 


increase in the HGV composition will all contribute to increased fear and intimidation. 


3.2 Mitigation 


3.2.1 Horizon considers that a pedestrian crossing and reduction in speed limit in this location is not 


required, but they have suggested that if issues of concern arise during the construction 


programme, these can be reported to the transport sub-group for consideration of further 


mitigation. This approach is of concern to the NACP, as the length of time taken to report and 


investigate any problem(s) followed by the design and construction of a solution(s) may well take 


longer than 12 months when traffic flows in this area will be at their highest.    


3.2.2 There does appear to be an opportunity to provide further speed reductions, traffic calming 


measures and pedestrian crossing facilities within Tregele village. The NACP believe that these 
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Traffic and Transport, 


Cross Country Routes 
 


1. Summary 


1.1.1 Within the Wylfa Newydd documentation there is an assumption that all construction traffic will use 


the A5025 from Valley to access the site. However, it is acknowledged by Horizon that some 


construction traffic will route using the A5025 from Amlwch and some will travel along rural routes 


passing through villages such as Tregele and Llanfechell.   


1.1.2 The NACP are concerned that the forecast traffic flows are unrealistically low and as a consequence 


the effects have been underestimated, resulting in a package of mitigation measures that do not 


fully address the traffic and transport impacts across North Anglesey.  


1.1.3 To address this the NACP would like: 


 Road safety improvements on the A5025 between Amlwch and the site; 


 Reassurance that no construction traffic will pass through Cemaes roundabout or along Tan y 


Bryn Road during school peak hours throughout the whole construction period; and 


 The installation of a Close Circuit TV/Automatic Number Plate Recognition (CCTV/ANPR) 


system in Llanfechell and Tregele villages. 


2. Introduction 


2.1.1 The NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the development of 


this project will require a large-scale construction project which will have an impact on traffic and 


transport. The NACP do however have concerns over the nature of some of these impacts and their 


effect on multi modal travel and land uses adjacent to the transport network in the area.   


2.1.2 Within the application documentation, there is an assumption that all construction traffic will use 


the A5025 from Valley to access the site. However, it is acknowledged by Horizon that some 


construction traffic will route using the A5025 from Amlwch (via Betws, Peibron, Burwen, Bull Bay 


and Cemaes) and some will travel along rural routes passing through villages such as Tregele and  


Llanfechell throughout the construction period. As a result a change is to be made to the 


Workforce Management Strategy stating that the Code of Conduct will include a clause requiring 


construction workers to stick to ‘A’ class roads and avoid ‘B’ class roads wherever practicable to 


avoid causing unnecessary nuisance and disturbance to local communities. 


2.1.3 Notwithstanding this latest amendment, the NACP remains concerned that traffic will route along 


these roads to reduce journey distances and times which will result in an increase in traffic flows in 


these areas and as a consequence there will be a negative impact the safety and amenity of all road 


users in these areas. 
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3. Existing context 


 A5025 between Amwlch and the 


site 


 


Through Llanfechell village 


 


Through Tregele village 


 


Speed NACP requested the raw Automatic Traffic Count (ATC) data from Horizon so that they could consider the 


recorded speed of traffic on the roads affected. This information was not forthcoming from Horizon and a 


request that a revised list of data be prepared has been made, as such it remains identified as an ongoing issue 


within the Statement of Common Ground. 


 


Anecdotal reports suggest that traffic speed along the A5025 between Amlwch and the site are significantly 


higher than the posted speed limit.  


App-100, 


Document 6.3.13 


ES Volume C - 


Road traffic-


related effects 


(project-wide) 


App C2-3 - 


Traffic Flows 


4,791 vehicles per day, 118 are 


HGV 


2,174 vehicles per day, 86 are HGV 805 vehicles per day, 33 are HGV 


Infrastructure, 


Mapping and 


Google imaging 


This section of the A5025 has 


several bends with slow road 


marking, road bend warning signs 


and double white lines (indicating 


no overtaking). This road is 


partially lit, has footways where it 


runs near the settlements, and 


there are laybys located at several 


points along this section. 


Furthermore, there are two places 


on this section of highway where 


there is potential for conflict with 


school children: 


- the A5025 Cemaes 


roundabout, with school 


children attending Ysgol 


Gynradd Cemaes; and 


- Tan y Bryn Road, with 


school children 


attending Ysgol Syr 


Thomas Jones. 


This section of road has a speed 


limit reduction to 30mph on 


approach to Llanfechell, with street 


lighting but no controlled or 


uncontrolled crossings.  


Residential properties are very 


close to Brynddu Road which runs 


through the village, therefore, 


there is no space for a continuous 


footway along the road. The sharp 


road bends and close proximity of 


the properties restricts pedestrian 


visibility.   


This section of road has a speed 


limit reduction to 30mph on 


approach to the village, with street 


lighting and no controlled or 


uncontrolled crossings.  


Residential properties are very 


close to Cromlech Terrace 


therefore there are no continuous 


footways. The sharp road bends 


and close proximity of the 


properties restricts pedestrian 


visibility and Cromlech Terrace has 


no central road markings.   


Personal Injury 


Accidents (PIA) 


5 years 


17 recorded injury accidents: 


- none were fatal 


- ten were serious 


- seven were slight 


- three Non-Motorised 


Users (NMU) accidents 


The NMU involved two cyclists and 


one pedestrian. The pedestrian 


and one of the cyclists were 


recorded as serious accidents, 


whilst the other cyclist accident 


was recorded as slight. 


Seven recorded injury accidents:  


- none were fatal 


- two were serious  


- five were slight  


- one NMU  


The NMU was a slight accident 


involving a pedestrian. 


One serious recorded injury 


accident and no NMU accidents. 
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4. Construction 


4.1 Predicted impacts 


A5025 between Amwlch and the site 


4.1.1 App C2-3 Traffic Flows data from Horizon shows construction traffic flows between Amlwch and the 


site during the construction period of 6,524 AADT flows of which 145 would be HGV. This 


represents an increase of 1,733 vehicles and 27 HGV per day, some of which will be due to 


background traffic growth and some due to the construction of Wylfa Newydd.  


4.1.2 The NACP are concerned that the numbers presented show a minimal increase in traffic and this is 


an unexpected result given the presence of a significant construction project and the likelihood that 


all types of construction vehicle will pass along this section of the A5025. As a result, the NACP are 


uneasy with the analysis undertaken and therefore the mitigation schemes developed. They feel 


that the assumption that all construction traffic will route to the site via the A5025 from Valley is 


optimistic and unrealistic. In neglecting to recognise and address the potential effects of the A5025 


between Amwlch and the site, then impacts which could be significant in terms of road safety are 


not being addressed. 


4.1.3 The Transport Assessment (APP-101, Document 6.3.14 App C2-4) presents an analysis of the PIA 


and determines that the A5025 between Amwlch and site is not termed an accident cluster. The 


section also concludes that “Based on this analysis the records for personal injury accidents 


included in clusters do not demonstrate strong correlation of causes that would be of relevance to 


the Wylfa Newydd Project.”  


4.1.4 Road safety is the principal concern of the NACP for the A5025 between Amwlch and the site. The 


NACP feel that the number of serious accidents along this section of the A5025 is high, with ten 


serious accidents recorded within five years. They are nervous that an increase in traffic flow, with 


drivers who maybe unfamiliar with the roads may exacerbate the accident potential and result in 


more accidents or even fatal accidents.  


4.1.5 The NACP also raised, through the SoCG, the potential for conflict between school children on 


route to Ysgol Gynradd Cemaes and Ysgol Syr Thomas Jones and construction traffic on adjacent 


roads. They were reassured that construction vehicles would not be on the highway network during 


school peak times. However, a review of the Request for Non-Material Change no.5 HGV 


Movements, found a statement suggesting that this restriction may only be in place during the 


initial stages of construction. This is obviously a significant concern for the NACP who wish to 


ensure that school children are not affected by the construction activities.  


Through Llanfechell village 


4.1.6 App C2-3 Traffic Flows data from Horizon shows construction traffic flows through Llanfechell 


during the construction period of 2,605 AADT flows of which 74 would be HGV. This represents an 


increase of 431 vehicles and a decrease of 12 HGV per day, these numbers will also include some 


allowance for background traffic growth. 


4.1.7 The NACP are concerned that the numbers presented show a reduction in the number of HGV 


which is counter intuitive given the presence of a significant construction project and the likelihood 


that employee bus shuttles will pass through the village. As a result, the NACP are uneasy with the 


analysis undertaken and therefore the mitigation schemes developed. They feel that the transport 


effects on the village of Llanfechell, given its highly constrained highway network will be significant 
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and that the population of the village will at best be inconvenienced and at worst will be put at risk 


to an unacceptable level.  


Through Tregele village 


4.1.8 App C2-3 Traffic Flows data from Horizon shows construction traffic flows through Tregele during 


the construction period of 1,008 AADT flows of which 40 would be HGV. This represents an increase 


of 203 vehicles and seven HGV per day, these numbers will also include some allowance for 


background traffic growth. 


4.1.9 The NACP are concerned that the numbers presented show a minimal increase in traffic which is 


unexpected given the presence of a significant construction project and the likelihood that 


employee bus shuttles will pass through the village. As a result, the NACP are uneasy with the 


analysis undertaken and therefore the mitigation schemes developed. They feel that the transport 


effects on the village of Tregele, given its highly constrained highway network will be significant 


and that the population of the village will at best be inconvenienced and at worst will be put at risk 


to an unacceptable level.  


5. Mitigation 


A5025 between Amwlch and the site 


5.1.1 The NACP would like Horizon to investigate and implement road safety improvements on the 


A5025 between Amwlch and the site, with the aim of reducing the number and severity of recorded 


accidents. This mitigation would also provide a legacy for the community beyond the construction 


of Wylfa Newydd and potentially mitigate similar effects that may arise during the operational 


phase.    


5.1.2 The NACP would also like a commitment from Horizon that no construction traffic will pass through 


Cemaes roundabout or along Tan y Bryn Road during school peak hours throughout the whole 


construction period unless there are exceptional circumstances and there is prior agreement with 


the school in question.  


Through Llanfechell and Tregele villages 


5.1.3 The NACP would like to see the installation of a CCTV/ANPR system in both villages to monitor 


Wylfa construction traffic passing through. It is hoped that such a system could be used to identify 


those driving dangerously, illegally or anti-socially. The system would also provide evidence of any 


employees that do not-comply with the Code of Construction Practice and allow Horizon to enforce 


this element of their Workforce Management Strategy. NACP are aware of at least one other major 


construction project in the UK where the developer agreed to fund such a system to reduce 


’rat-running’ on minor local roads (Sirius Minerals/York Potash Ltd’s Woodsmith Mine scheme). 
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 


NACP Written Representation: Traffic and Transport, 


Other Matters 


 
 


1. Introduction 


1.1.1 The NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the development of 


this project will require a large-scale construction project which will have an impact on traffic and 


transport. The NACP do however have concerns over the nature of some of these impacts and their 


effect on multi modal travel and land uses adjacent to the transport network in the area.    


1.1.2 This Written Representation sets out the NACP concerns relating to highway maintenance and 


undesirable parking practices and as a result it will be useful in the consideration of the following 


Written Questions. Likewise, the NACP will be interested in the answers to these questions to 


inform their consideration of the issue going forward.  


 Q11.1.7,  


 Q11.1.15, and 


 Q11.1.39.  


2. Highway maintenance 


2.1 Context and impacts 


2.1.1 An increase in traffic flow and HGV composition can lead to road surface degradation and damage 


which heightens accident risk. The NACP are concerned that where the existing A5025 is being 


used as the principal construction route the road surface may experience levels of usage exceeding 


those used in the design criteria and thus wear and tear would occur. 


2.1.2 The principal characteristics and features that contribute to increase accident risk due to surface 


degradation are as follows (in no particular order): 


 Speed; 


 Volume of traffic; 


 Vehicle mix; 


 Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AIL); 


 Infrastructure; and 


 Debris. 


2.1.3 NACP requested the raw Automatic Traffic Count (ATC) data from Horizon so that they could 


consider the recorded speed of traffic on the A5025. This information has not been forthcoming 
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from Horizon and a request has now been made for a revised list of data to be prepared, as such it 


remains identified as an ongoing issue within the Statement of Common Ground. 


2.1.4 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flows in 2016 presented in APP-100, Document 6.3.13 App 


C2-3 - Traffic Flows, for the highway link south of the proposed roundabout access shows 2,952 


vehicles per day of which 102 are HGV. At its peak, it is forecast that some 5,494 vehicles per day 


will be present on this link of which 335 would be HGV. These changes equate to an increase of 


2,542 vehicles and 233 HGV some of which will be due to background traffic growth. As a 


percentage, the increase would be 86% and 228% respectively. 


2.1.5 Horizon have stated that 1,150 AIL deliveries are likely to be transported via the highway network 


during the nine year construction. If an even distribution is assumed (which is highly unlikely) this 


would result in five AIL deliveries per fortnight.  


2.1.6 Google imaging shows at least three farm accesses with direct access onto the A5025 and at least 


five driveways/rural lanes joining the section of the A5025 to the south of the proposed 


roundabout access. At each of these points debris may enter the main A5025 carriageway. 


However, without suitable controls the largest source of highway debris would be construction 


vehicles exiting the site. 


2.1.7 Based on the information set out above the NACP consider that there is a real risk that the highway 


surface will be detrimentally affected as a result of the construction traffic; leading to an increased 


risk of accidents, plus delays and diversions while repairs are made.    


2.2 Mitigation 


2.2.1 To address their concern, the NACP would like reassurance that a suitable strategy is in place that 


addresses treating exiting HGV for debris, monitoring highway surfaces and undertaking timely 


remedial works. Within this strategy the response to Question 11.1.15 should be included: 


 Is the Government satisfied that the road network (following the proposed road improvements) 


is capable of taking the volume of traffic and loads proposed and would not be damaged as a 


result of the use by construction traffic?  


 If the road network is damaged by construction traffic who would be responsible for its repair?  


 Are there any requirements that the Highways Authority would suggest to minimise the effect 


of construction traffic on the road network and maintain existing road conditions over and 


above those already suggested by the applicant? 


3. Undesirable parking practices 


3.1 Context and impacts 


3.1.1 Horizon estimates that 1,630 workers will be transported to site by shuttle buses and 1,780 workers 


will car share either from their origin (1,550) or en-route (230). As a worst case scenario, some 2,800 


cars could be left parked in various off site locations during the working day, based on the 


assumption that three workers would be in each shared car. The majority of these vehicles would 


be parked in car parks at the workers lodgings or in designated areas. However, the NACP consider 


(given the potential quantum of parking) that there would be a significant chance of parking 


occurring in inappropriate or dangerous locations.  
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Wylfa Newydd Nuclear Power Station: 

NACP Written Representation: Tourism and recreation 

 
 

Summary 

Tourism is of vital importance to Anglesey and the WNDA is important for both tourists 

and for local recreation purposes. The proposed works would see lengthy diversions to the 

Welsh Coastal Path and to the Copper Trail (Cycle Route 566), particularly in the 

operational phase. The NACP are concerned that there has not been sufficient focus on 

keeping the Welsh Coastal Path running close to the coastline during the development of 

the proposals and that opportunities are being missed to provide permanent 

enhancements to the tourism and recreational offer and to avoid long-lasting negative 

effects on local businesses.  

1. Introduction 

1.1.1 The NACP support in principle the Wylfa Newydd project and recognise that the development of 

this project will require a large-scale construction project which will have impact on tourism and 

recreation. The NACP have concerns over the nature of some of these impacts and their effect on 

tourism in the area.   

1.1.2 This Written Representation will be useful in the consideration of the following Written Questions 

which all relate to the Wales Coastal Path and public rights of way (PRoW). 

 Q6.0.17,  

 Q11.1.27,  

 Q11.1.29, and  

 Q11.1.30  

1.2 Context 

Existing 

1.2.1 The tourism sector is of vital importance to Anglesey, with Horizon’s ES (APP-095, Document 6.3.8) 

acknowledging this fact (para 3.3.3). The area around the WNDA has a number of tourist 

attractions, including the Welsh Coastal Path, Copper Trail cycle route, Cemlyn Bay, Copper 

Kingdom and Cemaes’s heritage centre and maritime museum.  

1.2.2 The proposed WNDA contains approximately 4.4km of the Wales Coastal Path, 1.5km of National 

Cycle Route 566 (the Copper Trail) and a number of PRoWs. (APP-237, Figure D4-2). Information 

provided by IACC and quoted in the ES (APP-123, Doc 6.4.4 para 4.3.10) states that in 2013, 12,492 

people were using the Wales Coastal Path at the closest count point (Llanbadrig).  
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Construction 

1.2.3 Horizon’s proposals for accommodating temporary workers includes the use of tourist 

accommodation in caravan sites or bed and breakfast/hotel accommodation.  

1.2.4 The construction phase would see approximately 2.5km of the Wales Coastal Path closed within the 

WNDA, and a diversion put in place which measures approximately 6.9km. The remaining length of 

the Wales Coastal Path within the WNDA which is not closed will no longer form part of the linear 

route, instead being left as a ‘dead-end’ spur to Wylfa Head. The diversion would take the main 

route of the Coastal Path away from the Cemaes Bay coastline and Wylfa Head (APP-237, Figure 

D4-5).  

1.2.5 The full length of the Copper Trail within the WNDA would be closed during construction (1.5km) 

and although ES Figure D4-5 is not clear, it appears that another 2.8km would be closed outside of 

the WDNA. ES Figure D4-6 (APP-237) indicates a diversion would be provided measuring 

approximately 4.8km. The diversion would take the Copper Trail away from Tregele and include an 

approximate 500m section alongside the A5025.  

1.2.6 The construction phase would also see a number of PRoWs which provide links between individual 

properties, settlements and the coast closed.  

Operation 

1.2.7 Once operational, the Wales Coastal Path would be re-diverted to a permanent route that links in 

to the retained element of the Coastal Path near to Wylfa Head. This permanent diversion would 

measure approximately 5.7km (Figure D4-6). 

1.2.8 The Copper Trail would remain diverted on the same route as during the construction phase.  

2. Use of tourist accommodation 

2.1.1 Horizon advise that up to 9,000 temporary workers will be required during the construction phase 

and that approximately 7,000 of these will be workers coming from outside of the local area and 

therefore looking for accommodation. 4,000 are proposed to be housed in the temporary worker’s 

accommodation campus on the WNDA, leaving 3,000 to find accommodation elsewhere. Horizon 

have assessed the availability of bedspaces in existing tourist accommodation and identify that over 

6,000 spaces are available in tourist accommodation within the Key Study Area, against a demand 

of 1,100 spaces from temporary workers (APP-412, Document 8.4). Horizon acknowledge that IACC 

however have a different view of the available numbers, identifying 532 available spaces (in 

Anglesey). IACC are reviewing their assessment of this availability and the NACP wish to see the 

results of this before commenting further. However, the NACP are concerned that there will be an 

uptake in tourist accommodation bedspaces by temporary workers, which will restrict the amount 

of availability for tourists. Any downturn in tourist visits and resulting spend in the local economy 

could take many years to recover from, especially if this take-up goes on for lengthy periods 

throughout the 9-year construction phase.   

3. Wales Coastal Path  

3.1.1 The NACP acknowledge that the Wales Coastal Path already comes inland from the coast between 

Wylfa Head and Cestyll, due to the presence of the Wylfa A power station immediately adjacent to 

the coastline. With the closure of this power station, and the proposed location of Wylfa Newydd 
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further inland, it had been hoped that the Wales Coastal Path would be able to be re-routed to 

follow the coast more closely in this location. Horizon’s Stage 2 consultation suggested that this 

option was being considered, although in the Stage 3 consultation it was ruled out due to the need 

for a large (250m long) footbridge across the water intake area on the coast.  

3.1.2 Horizon have committed to provide a document to NACP to provide more detail on the reasoning 

why the diverted Coastal Path, at both construction and operational phases, is required to take the 

route it has and cannot be located closer to the coast. This document has not yet been supplied 

however and the NACP has the following concerns.  

3.2 Construction 

3.2.1 During the construction phase it is acknowledged that there could be significant health and safety 

issues from the Wales Coastal Path running through the WNDA but the NACP are concerned with 

the length of the diversion proposed, both in terms of the additional length created for walkers and 

the amount of time the diversion would be in place for. Walkers travelling between Cemaes and 

Cemlyn Bay would presently cover a distance of approximately 6.4km, of which 3.7km could be 

described as being adjacent to the coast. The proposed diversion would be 6.9km long, none of 

which would be adjacent to the coast. A spur to Wylfa Head would still be available, but any walker 

wishing to visit this location would need to walk approximately 4.2km, in addition to the 6.9km 

diversion. This diversion for the construction phase would be in place for 9 years. 

3.2.2 Whilst walkers who are completing long-distance sections of the Wales Coastal Path may not 

consider this to be an overly restrictive diversion, or dissuade them from completing the long 

distance as a whole, walkers who are completing day visits to the area and shorter walks may be 

discouraged from visiting. In addition, Horizon themselves acknowledge the high use of the Wylfa 

Head area by local people for recreational purposes with many using the Fisherman’s Car Park 

rather than walk from Cemeas out to Wylfa Head (APP-123, Doc 6.4.4, para 4.3.53). Businesses in 

Cemaes who would benefit from passing trade, or local people dropping in after visiting Wylfa 

Head, may be negatively affected by this, as day visitors avoid this section of the Path. 

3.2.3 Further information on this matter is still awaited from Horizon and the NACP would wish to make 

a final consideration on this matter once this information is received. If an inland route is required 

however, the NACP believe more should be done to follow the phased approach to construction 

with the diversion to the Wales Coastal Path being amended during the construction in response to 

areas of land being moved out of construction use and into their restored state. The two most 

obvious areas of land would be around Mound A and Tre’r Gof SSSI in the north east of the 

WMNDA and around Mound E and along the Afon Cafnan in the west.  

3.3 Operation 

3.3.1 Once operational, the construction diversion would be replaced by a permanent diversion. This 

would reconnect the Wylfa Head spur with the linear route of the Wales Coastal Path, but then 

provide a route that runs inland to Tregele before taking a winding route to the south and west 

before re-joining the existing Wales Coastal Path at Cestyll. This inland section would run for 

approximately 5.7km.  

3.3.2 The NACP is disappointed that a coastal route for the permanent Wales Coastal Path is not being 

pursued with the decommissioning of Wylfa A and the cessation of construction activities around 

Porth-Y-Pistyll providing a seemingly good opportunity for this to occur. The NACP await further 

information (which has been promised by Horizon) on this subject and would wish to make a final 

consideration on the matter once this information is received. However, should the proposed inland 
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route be necessary, it does appear to be longer than is necessary and the NACP do not believe that 

Horizon have placed sufficient importance on the Wales Costal Path in the restoration proposals 

and improvements could be made to the proposed route. For example, it appears that a route for 

the Wales Coastal Path could be closer to the eastern side of the Power Station Site and also across 

the eastern side Mound D to reduce the length of time and distance walkers would be away from 

the coast. This shorter route was presented in Horizon’s Stage 3 Consultation (Figure 2.8 of the 

Main Consultation Document) and no explanation appears to have been provided as to why a 

longer route has been proposed in the submission documents.  

4. Copper Trail 

4.1.1 The current route of the Copper Trail, part of the National Cycle Route network, runs along a local 

road through the centre of the WNDA. This road will be closed during the construction works and it 

is proposed to divert the Copper Trail around the WNDA. Presumably to avoid a lengthy stretch of 

the route being diverted alongside the A5025, the diversion has been proposed to start well 

outside of the WNDA, at Llanfechell in the east passing around the western edge of the WNDA to 

Cemlyn in the west. The diverted route would be approximately 4.8km in length, compared to 

around 4.4km of the exiting trail which would be closed. Given the location of the WNDA and the 

construction activities, it is considered that the diversion is appropriate for the construction phase.  

4.1.2 Once operational, it is proposed that the Copper Trail diversion will remain in the same position, 

and there does not appear to have been any consideration of providing cycle paths through the 

restored WNDA land and taking the Copper Trail away from the local road network. There appears 

to be land where a cycle route could be developed from Tregele and around the south-east corner 

of the Power Station site and then past the eastern side of Mound D. The Stage 3 Consultation also 

mentioned the provision of a dual cycle and footpath route into Cemaes (via Penrhyn on the north 

west corner of Cemaes, paragraph 2.7.2 of Main Consultation Document1) but this does not appear 

to be included in the submission documents. The NACP believe that these options would improve 

the Copper Trail experience, and encourage cycling in the local area, by offering off-road cycling 

routes between Cemaes, Tregele and Cemlyn. The options could also support the shop at Tregele 

filling station by increasing passing trade.  

5. Conclusion 

5.1.1 Despite earlier proposals being put forward at consultation which more closely aligned with NACP’s 

concerns no explanation has been provided as to why Horizon has not chosen to progress them.  

The NACP is therefore concerned that the diversions as proposed will reduce the attractiveness of 

the footpaths and lead to a consequential reduction in visitor spend within the shops and business 

of North Anglesey.  The NACP has suggested alternatives to the routes as proposed and would like 

to see routes amended to reduce their length and their distance away from the coastline as far as 

possible.  Whichever routes are chosen, the NACP would wish to see Horizon required to fund 

tourism initiatives in North Anglesey, to promote the area through funding for publicity and to 

develop a footpath network that is of a high standard, accessible and provides a measurable 

improvement over the quality of the existing network. 

                                                           
1 https://consultation.horizonnuclearpower.com/stage-3/documents, accessed 28 November 2018 

https://consultation.horizonnuclearpower.com/stage-3/documents





